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Clarification on Linear MDP lectures
Hi all,

I have left a few hand-waving arguments in today's lecture on linear MDPs, and would like to tighten things up a bit. 

First of all, as we mentioned, the feature covariance matrix  may be rank-deficient before we have
exploratory data, so technically speaking we cannot invert it. As I alluded to in the lecture, one way to define inversion
for the purpose of this simplified analysis is: for any real vector  (think of it as  for some )

Then, I gave an example where data only comes from 1 single  pair to show that the above expression can be a
good way to define "known" versus "unknown", that is, when , we have . I didn't come up with
a proof in class but it turns out to be not very hard: for quadratic forms we can always rotate the orthonormal basis, so
wlog we can rotate it such that  (and  clearly does not matter so I am assuming it has unit
norm). Then the expression becomes

In other words, within the subspace that  spans,  is always finite. For x that goes out of the spanned
subspace, you will get infinity, e.g., let , and . Remember that
we are getting infinities here because we are doing a simplified analysis, where in every iteration we can collect infinite
amount of data using the current exploration policy (similar to the simplified OLIVE analysis). In the full analysis you will
never run into these infinities, as  will be set to a finite value (instead of taking the limit of ), and the threshold
for determining "known" vs "unknown" will also be finitely large (like ) instead of . 

Finally, this lecture may be easier to understand if you compare it with the Rmax analysis; they are very similar, and
linear MDP strictly generalizes tabular MDPs. It will be also helpful if you have seen rank-deficient linear regression
before (as in e.g., online learning). For that I recommend the section of Lihong Li's thesis on KWIK linear regression
(https://rucore.libraries.rutgers.edu/rutgers-lib/26345/pdf/1/, Section 5.2.3), which is relatively easy to read if you just
want to get the high-level idea. Retrospectively it would have been better if I spend half of a lecture on related material
to give more background on this. (This is new material I added to the course for the first time in this semester, so it's a
little experimental.)
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